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FRIDAY, JANUARY 20 – THIRD ROUND 

Bucsa facing a Top-10 player for the first time… Swiatek owns 10-2 record in Grand Slam third-round matches… Bucsa 
saved a match point against Andreescu on Wednesday… Top seed at the Australian Open has only failed to reach last 16 
on one occasion in the Open Era 

 

Pegula recovered from a set down to beat the Ukrainian at Cincinnati last summer… Kostyuk owns 0-10 record against 
Top-10 opponents… Pegula advanced to QF on past two visits to Melbourne Park… Kostyuk reached third round at 
Australian Open as a 15-year-old qualifier in 2018 

 

Sakkari won when they met in Australian Open qualifying seven years ago… Zhu lost all six previous encounters with Top-
10 players in straight sets… Sakkari survived a scare against qualifier Shnaider in last round… Zhu’s victory over 
Teichmann on Wednesday was first over a seed at a Slam 

 

Gauff is the first woman to win 100 Tour-level matches before turning 19 since Wozniacki in 2009… Pera’s only other 
venture to third round at a Slam came on debut at 2018 Australian Open… Gauff is one of two teenagers left in the 
tournament along with Fruhvirtova… Pera owns two Top-10 wins in her career  

 

[1] IGA SWIATEK (POL #1) 
Head-to-Head 

0-0 
CRISTINA BUCSA (ESP #100) 

[3] JESSICA PEGULA (USA #3) 
Head-to-Head 

1-0 
MARTA KOSTYUK (UKR #61) 

ZHU LIN (CHN #87) 
Head-to-Head 

0-1 
[6] MARIA SAKKARI (GRE #6) 

BERNARDA PERA (USA #41) 
Head-to-Head 

0-0 
[7] COCO GAUFF (USA #7) 
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Azarenka won their most recent meeting in three sets at Guadalajara last October… Azarenka is the last woman to defend 
this title after triumphing in 2012-13… Keys contesting milestone 10th Australian Open, reaching SF in 2015 and 2022… 
Azarenka has won 44 matches at Melbourne Park, more than any other woman in the draw 

 

Rybakina beat Collins in their opening match of the season at Adelaide… Collins advanced to maiden major final here in 
2022… Rybakina bidding to reach round of 16 in Melbourne for the first time… Collins is first woman to concede over 30 
games en route to Australian Open third round since Hantuchova in 2014 

 

Baindl upset Ostapenko in the first round of her Roland Garros title defense in 2018… Ostapenko is one of five Slam 
champions remaining in the tournament… Baindl is among three Ukrainians to reach this stage…. Ostapenko has never 
been past third round at Melbourne Park 

 

Krejcikova won in three sets when they met in qualifying at 2018 Roland Garros… Kalinina appearing at this stage of a 
Slam for the first time…  Krejcikova made QF in singles and won doubles at 2022 Australian Open… In last round Kalinina 
upset former finalist Kvitova to score first Top-20 win on hard courts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[10] MADISON KEYS (USA #13) 
Head-to-Head 

0-3 
[24] VICTORIA AZARENKA (#24) 

[22] ELENA RYBAKINA (KAZ #25) 
Head-to-Head 

1-1 
[11] DANIELLE COLLINS (USA #13) 

KATERYNA BAINDL (UKR #95) 
Head-to-Head 

3-0 
[17] JELENA OSTAPENKO (LAT #17) 

[20] BARBORA KREJCIKOVA (CZE #23) 
Head-to-Head 

1-0 
ANHELINA KALININA (UKR #39) 
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THIRD ROUND QUICK-HITS 
 

 Five Grand Slam champions remain in the draw: Iga Swiatek (3), Victoria Azarenka (2), Barbora Krejcikova, 
Jelena Ostapenko and Elena Rybakina 
 

 An additional six women have reached a Grand Slam final: Karolina Pliskova (2), Danielle Collins, Coco Gauff, 
Madison Keys and Marketa Vondrousova  
 

 Most Grand Slam appearances among remaining players: Azarenka (59), Caroline Garcia (43), Zhang Shaui (42), 
Camila Giorgi (42) and Pliskova (41) 
 

 By reaching this stage, Azarenka has become the 14th female player in the Open Era to win 150 or more Grand 
Slam main draw matches 
 

 Six players are through to the third round at a major for the first time – Kateryna Baindl, Cristina Bucsa, Linda 
Fruhvirtova, Anhelina Kalinina, Katie Volynets and Zhu Lin – while Ekaterina Alexandrova, Varvara 
Gracheva, Magda Linette, Bernarda Pera and Nuria Párrizas Díaz are all bidding to reach the round of 16 for 
the first time 
 

 Two qualifiers have advanced to the third round – Bucsa and Volynets. Volynets is the youngest American qualifier 
to reach the third round at the Australian Open since Lindsay Davenport in 1993 
 

 Youngest players remaining: Fruhvirtova (17y, 273d), Gauff (18 y, 322d), Marta Kostyuk (20y, 215 d), Volynets 
(21y, 29d) and Swiatek (21y, 243d) 
 

 Fruhvirtova is the fourth woman aged 17 or younger in the last 15 editions of the Australian Open to advance to the 
third round, joining Gauff (15 in 2020), Amanda Anisimova (17 in 2019) and Kostyuk (15 in 2018) 
 

 Oldest players remaining: Laura Siegemund (34y, 331d), Zhang (34y, 8d), Azarenka (33y, 182d), Párrizas Díaz 
(31y, 198d) and Giorgi (31y, 30d) 

 

 




































































































































